
Flying in Style: A Comprehensive
Guide on How to Upgrade with
Philippine Airlines?

Embarking on a journey with Philippine Airlines Upgrade (PAL) is an adventure in
itself, but what if you could take it up a notch and enjoy the lavish comforts of an
upgraded seat without draining your wallet? In this comprehensive guide, we'll unveil
the art of securing an upgrade with Philippine Airlines, ensuring you make the most
of your travel experience.

1. Leverage Loyalty Programs:

One of the surefire ways to increase your chances of an upgrade is by enrolling in
PAL's loyalty programs, such as Mabuhay Miles. As you accumulate miles through
your travels, you become eligible for various perks, including complimentary
upgrades. Keep a keen eye on promotions or bonus mile opportunities that PAL
might offer, and strategically use your accumulated miles to enhance your journey.

2. Timing is Everything:

Choosing the right time to book your flight can significantly impact your chances of
an upgrade. Off-peak seasons or less busy travel times often see a higher availability
of seats in premium classes. By aligning your travel plans with these periods, you
increase the likelihood of PAL having more open seats in Philippine Airlines upgrade
to Business Class or Premium Economy, making an upgrade more feasible.
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3. Strategic Seat Selection:

The seat you choose during the booking process can play a crucial role in your
upgrade prospects. Keep an eye on the seat map and opt for seats that are closer to
premium cabins. If there are last-minute changes or upgrades available, being
strategically positioned might catch the attention of airline staff, increasing your
chances of being considered for an upgrade.

4. Polite Persuasion at Check-In:

While it may not guarantee an upgrade, a courteous inquiry during check-in can
sometimes work wonders. Politely express your interest in an upgrade and provide a
reason, such as celebrating a special occasion. While it's essential to be respectful
and understanding, a friendly request might resonate positively with the airline staff,
potentially increasing your chances of a complimentary upgrade.

5. Explore Last-Minute Upgrades:

As departure time approaches, airlines assess the availability of premium seats.
Keep an eye on last-minute upgrade options, either during online check-in or at the
airport counter. Airlines may offer discounted rates for seat upgrades to fill
remaining premium seats. It's a win-win situation – you get an upgraded experience,
and the airline maximizes the utilization of premium cabins.

6. Understand Alliance and Partnership Benefits:

PAL is part of global alliances and partnerships with various airlines. If you hold elite
status with a partner airline, it might open doors to complimentary upgrades.
Research the alliances PAL participates in and explore any reciprocal benefits or
privileges you may be entitled to. This can be a strategic way to secure an upgrade
without solely relying on your status with PAL.



7. Keep an Eye on Promotions and Special Offers:

Airlines frequently roll out promotions and special offers, especially during certain
times of the year. Stay informed about any ongoing promotions that might include
complimentary upgrades or discounted rates for premium seats. Following PAL on
social media or subscribing to their newsletter can be an effective way to stay
updated on such opportunities.

8. Flexibility is Key:

Be open to schedule changes or flexible with your travel plans. If PAL needs to
rearrange passengers due to overbooking or other reasons, your willingness to be
flexible with your itinerary might position you favorably for an upgrade.

In conclusion, upgrading with Philippine Airlines is an art that combines loyalty,
strategic planning, polite communication, and a bit of luck. By incorporating these
tips into your travel strategy, you enhance your chances of enjoying the luxurious
perks of Business Class or Premium Economy, ensuring a more comfortable and
memorable journey with PAL. Safe travels!
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